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Controversial glycosamino- ing the catalytic asymmetric hydrogena- viruses (LAV) by Montagnier and col-

glycan conformations tion of a prochiral de hydro-amino acid leagues at the lnstitut Pasteur in Paris; or 
where the reactive intermediate of a AIDS-associated retroviruses (ARV) by 

SIR-Despite major recent advances in rapidly equilibrating pair was actually un- Levy and associates in San Francisco' -
the conformational analysis of glycosami- detectable. This leads to the postulate that there has been lively discussion'·' with re
noglycans. several controversies remain the iduronate and glucuronate residues spect to naming the heterogenomic retro
concerning the interpretation of physical are oxidized in similar conformations. in viridae causing analogous spectra of de
and chemical measurements. One major which case one might at first expect the vastating diseases in humans, cats, 
issue concerns the ring form of L iduron- latter to react more quickly because of the monkeys, cattle and mice. Conforming 
ate residues in a number of important gly- greater probability of productive colli- with nomenclature in the other mammals 
cans ana proteoglycans having dermatan. sions - whereas the reverse might be the and considering heterogeneity, as well as 
heparin or heparan chains. At least for case. This problem can be resolved by re- multiplicity, HLV (in the plural) might 
dermatan sulphate. the evidence from dif- ference to a kinetic study of the constitute a comprehensive abbreviation 
fraction analysis' is that these residues in cyclohexane-1, 2-diols which provides evi- to connote the leukaemogenic, lym
crystalline fibres are close to the form hav- dence that the release of crowding in their photropic, lymphocytotropic, lympho
ing the carboxylate group axial ('C,, Fig. cyclic intermediates in periodate oxida- cytostatic, lymphocytotoxic, sometimes 
1). In solution, however, this would not tion can provide the driving force for steric lymphocytolytic nature of such insidious 
preclude the alternative chair ('C,, Fig. l) acceleration, at least at pH 9 (ref. 9). We retroviruses accustomed to use human 
since it is well known that the interaction suggest that this indicates that transition lymphocytes for reproduction, as well as 
energies are such that equilibrium be- states of this type are sufficiently product- transport through lymph, blood and other 
tween the two forms is delicately like in character (that is, C-C bond cleav- secretions'-'. 
balanced1 and there is of course no reason age is well progressed) for steric crowding However, HLRV might prove to be a 
a priori why the crystalline form should to be substantially relieved. The energy better abbreviation for human lympho
persist into solution. Also possible are va- levels for the transition states for the glu- cytopathic retroviruses because: 
rious distorted chairs and skew boats but curonate and iduronate pathways would (1) H, standing for human, can be re
these are not discussed here since their then be closer in energy than those for placed with Fe, S, B, Mu or any other 
consideration would constitute a second their ground state conformations. The suitable symbols to designate other crea
order of analysis. higher ground state energy of iduronate tures ranging from aardvarks to zebras 

Two conflicting arguments have been relative to that of glucuronate - as a re- infected with similar retroviridae causing 
put forward. On the one hand, the small suit of the many unfavourable internal in- analogous diseases. 
proton nuclear magnetic resonance vicinal teractions - would therefore provide (2) T- might be misleading, since Iym
coupling constrants around the ring would steric acceleration and hence explain the phocytopathic retroviridae may infect "B
point' to 'C,. an assignment that is con- fast rate that is observed for iduronate. cells", as well as other cells in sundry 
firmed by our recent studies by circular D.A. REES species. So, after Lord Admiral Horatio 
dichroism'. On the other hand'··, the ex- National Institute for Medical Research, Nelson at Trafalgar, one might X the "T -". 
treme susceptibility of these residues to The Ridgeway, Mill Hill, (3) L related to lymphocytopathies, 
periodate oxidation must be taken as a London NWl lAA, UK whether the retroviral effects are 
demonstration of an ability to form a eye- E.R. MoRRIS leukaemic, lymphomatous, 1ymphoprolif-

Department of Food Research 
lie reaction intermediate which requires a and Technology, erative, lymphocytostatic, lymphocytoly-
small dihedral angle between the 0(2) and Cranfield Institute of Technology, tic, lymphocytopoenic or otherwise lym-
0(3) substituents, as in the •c, (Fig. 1). We Silsoe College, Silsoe, phocytotropic. 
now write to point out that this apparent Bedford MK45 4DT, UK (4) A for AIDS is not comprehensive, 
discrepancy can be resolved by the ap- J .F. STODDART since the lymphocytopathic retroviridae 
plication of established stereochemical Department of Chemistry, may alternatively or simultaneously cause 
principles which show that the periodate University of Sheffield, GLS or lymphomas. As an abbreviation 

Sheffield S3 7HF, UK for associated, A is superfluous. So, one 

•c, 1C4 

Fig. I Alternative chair conformations for L

iduronate. with designations as used in text. 

oxidation behaviour can be understood 
without the need to postulate a pre
ponderance of •c1 in the equilibrium be
tween ground state conformations. 

It follows from the Curtin-Hammett 
principle that - when alternative confor
mers of a reactive compound are in rapid 
equilibrium relative to the rates of their 
subsequent reaction - the reaction path
way is independent of their relative 
ground state energy levels (abundancies); 
thus a major conformer (in this case 1C.) 
can function as an unreactive reservoir 
species while a very minor conformer (4C1) 

determines the course of reaction. 
Another very striking example of this 
principle has been described recently dur-

E.S. STEVENS might X the "A" similarly. 
Department of Cht mis try ( ) f d ON 
State University of New York, 5 R or retro enotes A retrotrans-
Binghamton, New York 13901, USA cription by retroviridae which lack double 
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Human lymphocytopathic 
retroviruses (HLRV)? 
SIR-Owing to the independent discovery 
of human lymphocytopathic viruses 
(HLV), called human T-cell leukaemia 
viruses (HTLV-1,Il,III) and, later, human 
T-cell lymphotropic viruses by Gallo and 
colleagues at the US National Institute of 
Health1.2

; Iymphadenopathy-associated I 

helices and, thus, depend for replication 
on cells with relatively great DNA concen
trations, especially lymphocytes. 
(6) V for viruses must stand, especially if 
preceded by retro-. 
(7) While HTLARV sequentially con
notes the works of Ors. Gallo, Montag
nier and Levy, the abbreviation is a bit 
awkward. After the K (Kochel) subclassi
fied works of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, 
it might prove efficient to suffix the HLRV 
with Arabic numbers 1, 2, 3, et cetera, ad 
infinitum ( especially because it appears 
now that too many different antigenic 
strains will be found to use roman numer
als conveniently). JACK W. SHIELDS 
Santa Barbara Medical Foundation Clinic, 
PO Box 1200, Santa Barbara, 
California 93102, USA 
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